One of the elements in Mortar Board’s Purpose is to “advance a spirit of scholarship”

Consider how your chapter can use scholarship to showcase Mortar Board on campus.

Remember that these events should be...
• memorable & visible
• practical & simple
• potentially built on a suggestion/need from campus administration
• sustainable and long-lasting (i.e., a tradition for your chapter)

Instead of 1-2 smaller programs, think of how you could provide a comprehensive scholastic support service for your campus, based on the talents of your members.

Examples include:
• “As a Mortar Board” event/panel
• Target Freshman and Transfer students
• Scholar Showcase
• Showcase Women Scholars
• Advertise in newspaper
• Incorporate a “last lecture” component
• Sophomore or Junior scholar recognition
• Small banquet
• Scholarship competition
• Student organization “College Bowl”